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To Our Flag 
"Beautiful as a flower to those who love it, ter-
rible as a meteor to those who hate it, a symbol of 
the power and the glory and the honor of one hun-
dred million Americans"- we, the class of 1916, 
dedicate this, our first, Courant. 
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To our friends, patrons, fel-
low students and faculty, the 
class of nineteen sixteen ex-
tend their heartiest greetings. 
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Sev en 
COURANT 
DH. C. W. STONE, Director 
Ph. D., Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1908 
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Former Dfrectors 
WILBUR H. BENDER 
M. Di. 1890, I. S. T. C. 
B. Pi. 1895, Iowa 
GEORGE S. DICK 
B. Di. 1887; B. S. 1888, I. S. T. C. 
B. Ph. 1897, Cornell 
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HAZEL ALDRICH 
M. Di., 1914, I. S. T. C. 
B. A., 1916, I. S. 'l'. C. 
Junior Room Teacher 
CHARLES H. BAILEY 
B. S . in C. E., Iowa 
Manual Training Diploma, T eachers' College (Columbia), 
1903, B. S., Columbia, 1903 
Critic in Manual Training, T. C. H. S. 
Head of Department of Manual Arts, I. S. T. C. 
FLOE E. CORRELL 
B. Di. , 1904, I. S. T. C. 
M . Di. , 1905, I. S . T. C. 
A. B .', 1909, S. U. I. 
Critic of Mathematics 
MAE CRESSWELL 
B. Di., 1902, I. S. T . C. 
A. B. , 1908, I. S. T. C. 
Cri tic in Science 
GERTRUDE DANDLIKER 
Graduate of Art Institute of Chicago, 1906 
Critic in Drawing and E le mentary Manual Training 
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ALICE DIXON 
Critic Certifi cate, 1914, I. S. T. C. 
B. A., 1915, I. S. T. C. 
Junior Roo1)1 Teacher 
IDA FESENBECK 
B. Di., 1893, I. S. T. C. 
M. Di. , 1894, I. S. T. C. 
B. A., 1900, Iowa 
Student Radcliffe Colleg·e (Harvard), 1900-01 
Critic in Engli sh Literature and German 
F. RUSSELL GLASNER 
A. B., 1 911 , I. S. T. C. 
Senior Room Teacher 
Head of Department of Athletics 
GLADYS HOOPER 
Grad uate Cornell Univer sity Summer School, 1914 
G r aduate Kansas State Normal School, 1900 
Critic of Music 
ELIZABETH HUGHES 
B. Ph., 1886, Eastern Iowa Normal School 
M. Di., 1889, I. S. T. C. 
B. A., 1908, I. S. T. C. 
Criti c of Geography and History 
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JULIA HURD 
B. A., 1913, I. S. T. C. 
Critic of Domestic Science 
EVA MAY LUSE 
B. Di., 1901 , I. S. T. C. 
M. Di., 1904, I. S. T. C. 
B. A., 1906, S. U. I. 
M. A. , 1910, S. U. I. 
Critic in English Composition and Latin 
SADIE TOW 
B. Di., 1913, I. S. T. C. 
Freshman Room Teacher 
LETTY E. WALSH 
B. A., 1915, I. S. T. C. 
Sophomore Room Teacher 
DORIS WHITE 
A. B., 1911, Simpson Coll ege 
M. Di., 1914, I. S. T. C. 
Director of Girl s' Physical Training 
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In Memoriam 
■EVERAL years before any member of the present grad-
uating class had entered school, Miss Elizabeth Hughes 
came to the campus to take up what proved to be a 
long, earnest, devoted, unselfish and final . period of 
service. I.n the autumn of eighteen ninety-eight she accepted a 
position in the advanced training school, which was then located 
on the third floor of North Hall. For six years previous to this 
time she had been county superintendent of schools in Louisa 
county. She stood in the foremost rank of county superintend-
ents in Iowa and had won such recognition that she had been 
made a member of the State Board of Educational Examiners. 
Her service on this board, as in other places, was of the highest 
order. 
In coming to the training school she brought with her the 
strength, enthusiasm and hope which had a lways marked her ef-
forts. While the scope of the course, the building and equip-
ment and the number of pupils in the school in those days were 
insignificant as compared with the same things in the training 
school today, she gave to the work the same untiring effort that 
she had given to the larger fields from which she ca1ne. In her 
intensity and earnestness she put a large meaning into things 
that to the ordinary person seemed of little promise. 
Early in her connection with the school she spent a year in 
travel and study abroad. During that entire year her best 
thought was given to the interests of this part of the college life. 
She secured pictures for illustrative purposes and in her own 
study everything that came to her active mind had a deeper 
meaning because she expected to use it for the good of pupils, 
teachers and the conununity in her chosen field of labor. In ad-
dition, she spent summers in travel and advanced study in our 
own country. What the pupils of the training school, what the 
teachers who came under her training, and what the pupils 
taught by those teachers in the public schools have gained that 
would otherwise not have come into their lives can never be real-
Thirteen 
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ized. The r esults from such influences are too vast to b e shaped 
for our minds by any standards of m easurem ent within our 
power to command. 
As the training school advanced in numbers, in improved 
equipment, in a better course of study, and in greater effective-
n ess and power in the state, h er vision, devotion and enthusiasm 
increased with it. To h er the ideals and standards to b e estab-
lished by such a school wer e clearly seen and of the highest value. 
She had high appreciation of all other things in t]:ie college, but 
unbounded inter est and love for the training school. 
No other p erson ever took more inter est in the development 
of high school work and a course leading to graduation on full 
college entrance basis than she did. To h er it m eant an ideal 
a ttained by the training school, but it m eant much more in h er 
satisfaction in the ideals thus r ealized on the part of m embers 
of the class. It was the life and success of each individual that 
inter ested h er most. The for111ation of an alumnal association 
and the yearly class gatherings of Juniors and Seniors and the 
a lurnn al banquets appealed to h er as evidences of worthy attain-
m ent on the part of those in whom she was deeply inter ested and 
of whom she expected and desired the highest achievem ent in 
all tha t is good and noble. 
In p erson, Miss Hughes is gone. In spirit, she still lives. In 
all that m embers of this class and others to come after them in 
following classes do that is noble, worthy and true they but mani-
f est and multiply what she h eld as the highest and most sacred 
purposes of life. 
Fourteen 
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Sixteen 
ESTHER ANDERSON 
"I want what I want when I want 
it." 
Volleyball (Capt.) 
VIRGIL BOZARTH 
"My way is to begin at the begin-
ning." 
rreas. of Ath. Assn. (4); Faculty Eel. 
Courant. 
MERRILL BAILEY 
(Whitey) 
"I . dare not be as funny as I can.". 
Track (3); Basketball (4); Boys' 
Glee Club. 
EARLINE CLAGG 
"A maiden dark with winning 
ways." 
GLENN COWAN 
(Farmer) 
"This man toils, yet not too hard, 
and is satisfied ." 
Football (3) (4); Basketball (4); 
Boys' Glee C l ub. 
COURANT 
GLENN EDLEMAN 
(Edlc) , 
"Thel'e li es a g r eat deal of deviltry 
beneath that calm exter ior." 
Jcootball (3) (4) Capt.; Basketball 
(2) (3) (4); Boys' Glee Club. 
MARIE FERGUSON 
"H wit were wisdom-ye gods! An-
other Solomon." 
Joke Eel. Cou r ant; Gi rl s' G lee Club; 
Y. W. C. A. Pres. (4). 
INEZ FORTSCH 
'She knits her brow, the only kincl 
of fancy work a modern maicl 
can do ." 
RODERICK FULLERTON 
(Rod) 
"It's great to be a booster." 
Manager Cou r ant; Football (4); Ath. 
Assn. Treas. (3); Boys' G lee Club. 
FRANKLIN GREEN 
(Green) 
"I object." 
Football (4); Basketball (4); Boys' 
Ulee Club ; P r es. Ath. Assn. (4); 
Ath. Eel. Courant. 
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Eighteen 
LOUISE HEARST 
"Ye gods, forgive my literary sins; 
the other kind doesn't matter." 
Girl s' Glee Club. 
FLORENCE KERN 
"G ive me audience for a word or 
two." 
C lass Pres. ( 3). 
MANFORD KINT 
(Squab) 
"I an, resolved to gro"v fat." 
Football (3) (4); Boys' G l ee Club. 
RUBY LUDEMAN 
"A daughter of the gods, divinely 
tall and most divinely fa ir. " 
Gi rl s' Glee Club ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 
EULA LYON 
"Not very tall, not very · small, 
But fair and good, and lo ved by 
a ll." 
Class Sec'y (4); Y. W. C. A. Cab in et; 
Girls' G l ee C lu b; Boys' Glee Club 
(Accompanist) 
COURAN T 
MILDRED MARTIN 
'Fra ilty, th y n a m e is woma n." 
NEIL MASTAIN 
(Masty) 
"A s lim, good-n a tured ge n t l e m a n. " 
ARTHUR NEILSON 
(Art) 
"Sa ys much q uit e seld om." 
T rack (3). 
EV ALO NEILSON 
(Alvy) 
HF'rom hi s cr ad l e h e w·as a sch olar 
ripe a nd good." 
Boys' G lee Clu b . 
DORIS PALMER 
"Those eyes, those eyes, h ow f ull of 
h eaven th ey a r e ." 
N ineteen 
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Twe nty 
IRA PERRY 
(Ike) 
"I lik e work; it fasci nates m e. I can 
s it and look at it fo r hours. I 
love to k eep it by me; the idea 
of gett in g rid of it nearl y breaks 
my h eart." 
Football (4); Baske tball (2) (3) (4); 
Track (3); Class Sec'y (3) ; 
Class Pres. (4). 
SCHUMAN RAY 
"His very feet h a th music in th e m 
as h e trippe th up th e stairs." 
Boys' Glee Club. 
GLADYS ROUSCH 
"Look c h eerful upon me, thou know-
es t how dili gent I am ." 
Volleyba ll. 
VESTA RUGG 
"We just don't know what to say 
a.bo ut her." 
Senior Eel. Co urant; Gi rl s' G lee Club. 
PAUL SHOEMAKER 
(Pill) 
"Lad ies, a general w e lcome f r om his 
g r ace salutes yo u a ll." 
Class Pres. (2); Eel. Coura nt;• Deel. 
Rep. (3); Boys' Gl ee Clu b. 
CO U RAN T 
MARY STEVENS 
"A diligent student." 
MAUD STEVENSON 
"Rh~ speaks, behaves, and acts just 
as she shou ld ." 
Volleyball. 
VEDA STECH 
"If ,vork co unts, success is hers, 
Her record shows no tr·ace of blurs." 
SOPHIA SCHMITT 
"Queenly of spirit, big of heart, 
We cannot help but Jove her." 
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Volleyball; 
Girls' Glee Club. 
CHARLES ZIMMERMAN 
(Chuck) 
"1 had just as soon be here as not." 
Football (3) (4). 
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HARRY ZIMMERMAN 
(Zimm) 
"I beseech you a ll, b e better known 
to this gentleman." 
DORIS WARNOCK 
"She is not littl e, though s h e is small 
of s ize." 
Twenty-two 
LA WREN CE PUTNEY 
(Put) 
"Th ere are none lik e him, none." 
Pres. Ath. Assn. (3). 
COURANT 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
President . ... . ...... . ....... .. . . . . .... IHA P EnRY 
Vice President .. . .. .. . . . ... . . . .. GLENN E DJ,EM .\ N 
Secretary . . . ... . .. . . .. .. . ........... . E UI,A L YON 
Treasurer .... .. .. . .... ... .. R o n EHI CK F LLEHTO 
Clas.~ Color.~- Green and 1V hile 
Class Flower- Whil e R ose 
Senior Class History 
Chronicles of Lh e Tribe of One Thousand Nine Ilundred S i.rleen 
in th e Land of T eachers' College High School 
CHAPTEH I 
And il cam e to pass, that in the year one tho usa nd nin e hun -
dred sixtee n, in th e ninth month of lh c year and lhe sixth day 
thereof, th er e appeared in lhe land or T eachers' College High 
School a hosl of youths and m aidens and th eir number was twen-
ty-five. 
The critics of lhat r ealm marveled grea tly th ereon. For lhcy 
sayclh on e to the other , "Verily, this hos t o f youths and m aidens 
arc nol of lhe usual verdant lype. How com es lhi s lo pass?'' 
Thereupon th e strangers made r eply, saying, "Behold, we 
come from lhc Land of lhc Grades, ha ving long been under lhe 
sway or slud enl teache rs, a nd w e now com e in search o r m ore 
fruit of lhe lrec of knowledge, which, as has b een r evea led un lo 
us, grows in your land." 
The inhabitants saw th a t this w as good, saying, "W e lcomc, 
strangers, lo our land." And thus was lhc tribe of On e T hou-
sand Nin e Hundred Sixteen r eceived inlo lhc La nd of Teach ers' 
Co llege High School. 
CHAPTER II 
During lhe second year of their s lay lhey becam e a mighty 
tribe in thal land. They toiled and made m erry. 
And il cam e to pass th a t lhc Chief High nuler s built a temple 
dedicated to lhe name of Learning. And behold, lhc m embers 
or lhal tribe r ejoiced greatly, for its fl oors were of s tone and its 
woodwork of marble. Yea , it was most comple ll' fro m the Abode 
of Lhc Janitors lo the Faculty Res l Room. 
Twenty-three 
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And in the san-ic year athletics were established in the land 
of Teachers' College High School. And yea, shining bright as 
the stars were our heroes, Perry and Edleman. For lo! Did 
they not shoot the baskets that won for the tribe of the Sopho-
mores the championship? And the acts of this tribe were 
mighty, their ways and their sayings. Selah! 
CHAPTEH III 
And it came to pass that as the tribe of One Thousand Nine 
Hundred Sixteen again assembled at the Training School, it was 
saddened, inasmuch as did the father of Roger of the tribe of 
Bender depart from hence to the land of Minneapolis; the son 
likewise departed; and inasmuch as did Marian of the House of 
Colegrove, weary of her poor companions, and seeking a more 
cosmopolitan form of life, likewise depart from hence and jour-
ney until she came to the land of C. F. H. S.; and inasmuch as 
Winifred of the House of Merrill had journeyed to the land of 
College, having followed the voice of a violin. 
Now in this same land dwelt the tribe of Smartyitcs who 
called themselves the tribe of One Thousand Nine Hundred Fif-
teen. And in order to demonstrate to this tribe their great re-
gards for thorn, the tribe of One Thousand Nine Hundred Six-
teen caused the exact images of the Smartyites to be made. These 
they wore, suspended from glorious streamers of green and 
white. Verily, the anger of the Smartyites burned within them. 
Then lo! there was builded by the tribe of One Thousand Nine 
Hundred Sixteen, a great feast in honor of the Smartyites, by 
which their wrath was greatly appeased. · 
And thus with many pranks and frolics the first year of the 
Stone Age was ended. 
CHAPTER IV 
And behold, in the last year of the sojourn of the tribe of One 
Thousand Nine Hundred Sixteen there were representatives of 
the tribes of Anderson, Brmvn, Bozarth, Bailey, Cowan, Clagg, 
Edlcman, Ferguson, Fullerton, Fortsch, Green, Kern, Lyon, Lude-
man, Martin, Mastain, Neilson, Neilson, Palmer, Perry, Ray, 
Roush, Rugg, Shoemaker, Stevens, Stech, Schmitt, Stevenson, 
Warnock, Zimmerman, Zimmerman, Putney, Hearst and Kint. 
And they flourished greatly under the reign of the great Stone 
King. Now the members of the tribe did prodigious deeds. For 
they did again win the laurels on the athletic field. 
H was during this, their last, year in the land that they de-
termined that a record of their deeds should be kept. So the 
tribes of that country united and brought forth a book, which 
was called the Courant, and lo, therein is written much of the 
deeds of the tribe of One Thousand Nine Hundred Sixteen. 
V . I. R. 
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Junior-Senior Banquet '15 
The annual Junior-Senior r eception was held at the T eachers· 
College High School on Saturday, May eighth. At six-thirty the 
guests ·were received at the auditorium by some of the m embers 
of the Junior class. 
At seven o'clock, as the strains of the Grand March sounded, 
the company adjourned to the gymnasium, which was tastefully 
decorated for the occasion. 
For a few minutes everyone was busy finding his place, but 
finally all becarn.e settled. Dr. Seerley gp.ve the invocation, 
which was followed promptly by the five-course banquet. The 
m enu was as follows: 
Tiurf Liatkcoc 
Deillej Laev 
Depolacse Seotatop 
R ekrap Esuoh Sllor 
SeviJo 
Demaerc Saep dna Debuc Storrac 
EwrH~dITT S~n 
Gnirps Dalas 
Namor Egnops 
E effoc 
Srefaw 
Ekac 
At the close of th e banquet Paul Shoemaker, the toastm aster , 
announced the following toasts: 
Address of W elcorn.e ................ Florence Kern 
Response ..... . . .. . ..... . . . . . . .. ... Nelson H ersey 
To the Seniors . . ...... . . . .......... . ... . Miss Luse 
To the Juniors .............. . ..... . Miss Cresswell 
Presentation of the Ladder .. .. . ... ... Manford Kint 
R eception of the Ladder . . ... . ... . . Marie F erguson 
Forecast. .................. . ...... Franklin Green 
After a i;ocial hour in the auditorium everyon e went home 
feelfrig that this had been one of the most enjoyable occasions of 
the year. 
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JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
President ....................... . E GENE LYNCH 
\lice President ..................... CLAY Cow AN 
Secretary ...................... M1LDRED EWTON 
TreasLLrer ....................... FHEDA Sea 1ITT 
Class Colors- Pink and While 
Junior Class History 
The beginning of Lhc nineteen sixteen school year found Lhc 
old Sophomore class of nineteen fifteen assembled in the Junior 
room. In organizing, we found thal we had twenty-four mem-
bers, an unusually slrong class, nol on ly in numbers, but a lso in 
unity. 
As a result of this we had many class parties and plcasan t 
social times. The first was a Hallowc'cn party, held at the home 
of Stan ley Frisby, with Miss Aldrich as an cxccllcnl chaperon. 
After a delightful time and a most delicious supper the class dis-
persed, declaring Stan ley a very good host. During the skating 
season we had a skaling party, which was enjoyed by -a ll , fol' 
after skating we rclurned to the building, where a supper had 
been prepared, and a very sociable Lime occurred . W c partici-
pated in many parties of this kind during the year, which made 
a most pleasant year Jr r us. 
In alhlctics we were very successful, for a number of our 
members were chosen to rcprcscn l Lhc school in football, basket-
ball, volleyball and track. Boys and ~iris bolh did well in wha l 
they undertook and aided lhc school rn these lines of athletics. 
cxl year, as Seniors, we hope lo do even heller in our work 
and make a grcatcl' class Lhan we have this year. 
CLASS ROLL 
ANDEHSO ' THOMAS 
BAILEY, HAYMOND 
BAH ES, MILDHED 
BARNES, STANLEY 
BuTTEHFIELD, DEWEY 
BUTTERFIELD, GLADE 
COOK, HELENE 
CoH 1NG, RoBEHT 
COWAN, CLAY 
FHISBY, STA LEY 
HILTON, LETA 
IMLAY, JA E 
ISLEY, y LA 
Twenty-eight 
KREGEH, HAROLD 
LYNCH, EUGENE 
McCnEEHY, OTIS 
McK1 sTnY, ALBEHT 
MOSELEY, NELLIE 
NEWTO ' MILDH.ED 
NISSEN, CLAHA 
POPEJOY, RUTH 
PROCTER, LOYAL 
REYNOLDS, WILLARD 
ROBI so ' MARY 
SCHMITT, FREDA 
STEELE, W1LMERTH 
E--
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Mosely, Cowan, Mccreery, Reynolds, Frisby, G. Butterfield, Newton 
Jewell, Anderson, Hilton, Aldrich (Instructor), D. Butterfield, Schmitt, Robinson, Kreger 
Steele, Lynch, Imlay, Isley, Martin, Cook, Popejoy 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS 
President ................... CATHERINE LUDEMAN 
Secretary-Treasurer . ...... GENEVIEVE VAN ORSDAL 
Class Colors- Pink and Green 
Sophomore Class History 
The Sophomore year in high school is generally the year of 
good times and of great events. It has certainly seemed that 
way to us, for we have participated in all school activities and 
have had most pleasant social occasions. 
Early in the fall we had a picnic. Many parties followed 
th;roughout the year. Of the many social tirn.cs that have taken 
place during the year, our Valentine party was the most enjoyed. 
It was given in the gymnasium and nearly all of the class were 
present. Miss Hughes and Miss Walsh acted as chaperons and 
everybody enjoyed themselves. In the same way we planned 
and carried out many parties and were successful in them all. 
W c are qui tc proud of our work in athletics, both boys' and 
girls', for we won the charn.pionship in the girls' interclass volley-
ball contest and beat the Juniors in basketball. 
Although our past career has not been loaded with brilliant 
victories, we hope that the future will prove more prosperous. 
R. M., '18 
SOPHOMORE CLASS ROLL 
ALLEN, Doms 
BENTRU DE, ADOLPH 
BROWN, ADELLA 
BRusn, LEOTA 
BRUSH, SARAH 
CUMMINS, EDWAHD 
DAVIS, lnENE 
GALFORD, JANET 
HAMMEil, MARJORIE 
HANKS, RUTH 
HA YES, DOROTHY 
HEARST, JAMES 
HILTON, NEVA 
HOLLIS, GENICE 
HUNTER, TI-IEODOHE 
IVES, MJLDHED 
JAMES, CAHllOL 
KEHN, CHAHLES 
LEVALLY, Roy 
LUDEMAN, CATHERINE 
Thirty-two 
McCULLOUGH, RuTH 
MASTAIN, ELIZABETH 
MATHES, CLYDE 
MATHES, MAHIE 
MORGENSON, EINEH 
NATZKE, Esn-IER 
NELSON, EDWARD 
NESBIT, MARJORIE 
NIELSON, HELGA 
p AS CHEN, ESTIIER 
POPEJOY, LUCILLE 
PRATT, ELMER 
SI-IEHRARD, W lLSON 
SI-IJLLJNGLA w, COLIN 
SHORT, MARTHA 
STIVERS, ILA 
VAN ORSDOL, GENEVIEVE 
WHITE, MARY 
W lLSON, ROGER 
ZARR, NEVA 
E-
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SOPHOMORE GROUP 
::\lastain, Kern, Bentrude, Cummins, \Yil~on, Hanks, Xatzke 
Harnmer, Hilton. Stivers, I,·es, Br0\\'11, Zarr, Yan Orsdal 
S. Bru:-.h, Paschen, ::\J. ~\lathes.~- :\IatheH, Hunte,, Hearst. Hollis, ~hort 
GaJforcl, Popejoy, Xesbit, L. Brush, Lucle1nan, Davi~. Hays, \\'hite 
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FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS 
President ........... . ............ EVERETT BATES 
Vice President . ................. BERNICE COWELL 
secretary . .................. . .. Ro BERT REYNOLDS 
Treasurer . ..................... HELEN MCCREERY 
Class Colors- Yellow and White 
Freshman Class History 
The class of nineteen nineteen entered its new assembly with 
mixed feelings. It was not a feeling of fear that entered in (as 
is the case of most Freshman classes), but of the newness and 
difference of the p lace. But soon, under the supervision of Miss 
Tow, we became quite at home and settled down to hard work. 
In athletics, both boys and girls took an active part. Al-
though we were unable to compete in the interclass games, the 
boys established a basketball team and the girls joined the 
Sophomores in volleyball. 
. The first of our social events was held at the home of Robert 
Reynolds during the fall term. Like most class parties, it proved 
to be a very enjoyable occasion. W c played games of all kinds 
and were greatly aided in the evening's pleasure by our class 
sponsors, Miss Hughes and Miss Tow. 
Throughout the whole year we tried to do our work well and 
we hope when we get together next year as Sophomores we will 
be able to do even better. 
BATES, EVERETT 
BLEY, EsTI-IER 
BUNTON, MABEL 
COWELL, BERNICE 
FOBER, WILLIAM 
GIBSON, EDNA 
HANSON, LEONARD 
HAYS, LAURA 
HAYS, OLAF 
HEARST, WILLIAM 
HOLLIDAY, BESSIE 
McCAuGHTON, ANNA 
MCCREERY, HELEN 
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NIELSON, RIGMORE 
NIELSON, WALTER 
ORVIS, RUTH 
PARTINGTON, VIVIAN 
Prnrn, GRACE 
REYNOLDS, ROBERT 
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In Appreciation 
Appreciation for the work done by faculty, students and 
friends, in publishing the Courant, cannot be expressed by us in 
this small space . . The untiring efforts of the faculty and the 
ever-willing spirit of our fellow students have made this Annual 
what it is. We wish to express our thanks to Miss Dandliker for 
her help in designing and arranging material; to Miss .Luse and 
Miss Fesenbcck for their helpful service, and to all the faculty 
contributors for their large part in the work. 
W c felt the great loss of Miss Hugh1.-s, as did everyone who 
was associated with her. She was our main support and it wa5 
to her we applied whenever any questions arose. It was by her 
suggestion that the Senior class choose the dedication for this 
book, and many other vital questions were decided by her. 
And lastly, we: wish to show our appreciation for the work 
done by our fellow students and friends. Loyalty and ever-will-
ing effort were always theirs; they have supported us royally and 
have boosted only as loyal boosters can. The work done bv 
them. was not the kind which makes a showing; it was good hard 
work and constant help. In this small way we wish to show 
our appreciation for the service of our faculty, stud en ts and 
friends, and we sincerely wish the best of success to all future 
issues of the Courant. 
THE DEDICATION 
The dedication of a book to an idea is Lccoming more popu-
lar as time goes by. Patriotism has been and always will be the 
great thought in the minds of any people. In this time of crisis 
and world war arc we thinking about this? Some of us are leav-
ing the high school and we arc going out in to new fields of work. 
The qucst1011, "What next?" now confronts us. Whether in col-
lege or in factory, in school or in office, we should carry this 
thought with us and make our patriotism count for our country. 
EDl"TO/i'.S 
ATHLETIC" EIJITOR 
.JOKE £'1)/TOR 
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Athletics 
Athletics have occupied a prominent place at T. C. H. S. during the 
past year and have, we ,believe, justified their existence. 
If we were to urge their continuance solely by the games won during 
the year, there would be room lo question the wisdom of it, ror we had 
our share of defeats. But if we measure success by Lhc victories won, 
defeats met (for defeat is often a more cflicicnt teacher than victory) , 
spirit and sportsmanship of the players, number of boys in school get-
ting training and exercise through some form of athletics, and the gen-
eral he lp in self-mastery that has been given those laking part, then we 
are able to say that athletics have been a valuable factor in the . develop-
ment of the boys of the school. 
Those not in favor of athletics put rorth several stock criticisms 
which, undoubtedly, are more or less true and are objeclionable in so 
far as they are true. It has been the policy or those in charge of the 
trai ning school athletics to reduce and, if possible, eliminate the objec-
tionable features. 
It is a universal belief that athletics should be kept clean, not only 
in the games, but in the practice and the lives of those taking part as 
well. Athletics should be conducted so that those eflicient enough to gel 
a place on the team in interschool contests will be led Lo feel that such 
a p lace is held only as a special privilege; and certainly a pupil has no 
c laim on special privileges until he has mel all the requirements as a 
member of the school. In other words, regular membcrshi p on an ath-
letic team should mean that a person's scholastic standing, habits of liv-
ing and qualities of sportsmanship have reached a certain standard. 
One of the most common criticisms of athletics is that they are-for and 
benefit the few to the exclusion of the many. Needless to say, such ob-
jection, if true, is vital. During the past year we have endeavored to 
escape this evi l by getting every boy in high school into some form of 
ath letics, un less his wol"l, outside of school was of such a nature as to 
give him plenty of the right kind of exercise. A few facls will show to 
what extent this has been done. During the wintc1· eighty-four per cent 
of a ll the boys in high school got their exercise at school by playing 
basketball, whi le of those boys living or staying in town ninety-one per 
cent got exercise through playing basketball from one Lo five times per 
week. 
It is to be hoped that as the years go on Lhal the T. C. H. S. athletics 
will stand for [he very best in the line of sport; and with hearty co-opera-
tion between the student body and Lhosc in charge of athletics t)Je hope 
bids fair to grow into a reality. 
- R. F. Glasner. 
Footba11 
Football at T. C. H. S. reached a high degree of perfection during 
the nineteen fifteen season. The team was not so successful from the 
point of making scores, but the class of men entered was excellent. For 
tlll ath lete to be clown in his work this year was almost an unk,nown oc-
currence and this reflects very favorably on our athletics. On the other 
hand, a large amount of new material was put into good shape for the 
nineteen sixteen team. 
After losing Captain Hersey, McKinstry, R. Brown, C. Brown, Kruger, 
Yuh!, Grover and Porter, it was not thought possible to develop a team 
from the available material. However, the skeptics reckoned without 
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Coach Glasener. It was his first year here, but he soon made himself 
popular with the squad. The first night of practice he showed that he 
knew how to coach football. Too much credit cannot be given Mr. Glas-
ener for his coaching. 
The first bright spot of the season was the game with Cedar Falls. 
Going into a game with a green team which has had only one week of 
prnctice and holding an expe1:ienced team to a tie is an achievement to 
be proud of. Not much real football was displayed by either side. Fre-
quent fumbling marred the game. 
The next game was with Independence. Aided by perfect interfer-
ence they made a long end run for a touchdown early in the first quarter. 
T. C. High made a brilliant fight to win, but although we outplayed them 
the score showed that we were defeated six to five. Perry made a pretty 
dropkick from the thirty-five-yard lin e in the third quarter. Shortly after 
this Independence punted from the rear of the goal. The ball went 
straight up into the air. Captain Edleman broke through and was about 
to catch the ball when he ran into a small boy who was on the field. Then 
of course he missed the ball and one of the opponents fell on it. This 
safety increased our total to five. Edlcman strained his ankle and Niel-
son took his place. Perry received a painful cut above the eye, but was 
able to stick out the game. 
On the following Saturday we journeyed to Ackley, expecting an easy 
victory, but we figured without our old friend, Harm Kruger. Due to his 
efforts and the good plays of severa l others, we were defeated nineteen 
to nothing. Mccreery was given a chance at center and because of the 
way he ripped up Ackley's lin e he played the remainder of the season 
in that position. The team as a whole did not play the class of game 
they can play. 
Our next game was with Oelwein. A strong number of rooters ac-
companied the team. The boys knew they were going up against a good 
team and every man was full of fight. Early in the first quarter Perry 
dropped one over the goa l from the thirty-yard line. Nothing eventful 
occurred in the remainder of the half. Coach Glasener told the boys a 
thing or two between halves and they came back strong and registered 
a touchdown during the third quarter by an encl run by Ferry. Green 
was injured, but finished the game. T. C. H. S. played good football in 
this game. Time after time the Orange and Black gained five to ten yards 
on end runs and smashes off end. Perry was easily the star of the game. 
New Hampton furnished the opposition for the next game. After a 
few minutes of play we succeeded in pushing over a touchdown. Perry 
missed goal. In the second quarter a New Hampton man intercepted a 
forward pass and clashed forty yards for a touchdown. They kicked 
goal, making the score seven to six. The team got a good tongue-lashing 
from Glasener between halves, for they came back and made three touch-
downs. Pratt, who was substituted for Captain Edleman in the first quai;-
ter, played a remarkable game, considering his inexperience. Edleman 
was forced to retire on account of a bad ankle. 
After a week of scrimmage T. C. High met the fast and heavy Elclora · 
team at that place. The trip was made in automobiles through almost 
impassable roads. . It was a very tedious trip. As soon as the team ar-
rived they were obliged to put on their footba ll togs and hurry out to the 
field. We held them even the first period, but in the second quarter they 
romped away with three touchdowns. In the third quarter they man-
aged to get one more. Crockett of Eldora was the star of the game. His 
broken field running was wonderful. 
The following week was full of disasters. Eclleman's bad knee grew 
worse; Morgensen hurt his should er; Mastain, who broke his collar bone 
in the Eldora game, and H. Zimmerman were kept out of the game with 
Osage on Tbanksgi ving. 
Due to our inexperienced ends, Osage made two touchdowns in about 
five minutes. We outplayed them the rest of· the game, using forward 
passes almost exclusively. Seventeen completed forward passes were 
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made by T. C. H. S. Perry distinguished himself by making a fifty-yard 
run for a touchdown. 
Captain Edleman was our best defensive player. "Ed ie's" favorite 
trick was stopping the opposition for a loss of five to ten yards. 
VVhenever we had to have a gain, "Ike" was called 11pon. Perry was 
the fastest member of the squad. 
"Rod" Fullerton played quarter. He was in the game from start to 
finish. He ran the team in fine shape. 
Cowan was one of our dashing ends. He played a consistent game 
all season. 
The posilion of fullback was ably filled by "Fat" Kint. He was a fine 
line smasher. 
Otis McCreery, captain-elect, filled the pivot position. Otis was a 
great fighter. It was very seldom, indeed, the enemy made a gain through 
center. · 
"Sensibility" Bentrude played tackle. He was almost as immovable 
as a stone wall. George also did the kicking. 
Green played the other tackle. Green ought to make a good partner 
for Bentrude next year. 
"Chuck" Zimmerman's place was at guard . Morgensen played the 
other guard . "Butch" and "Chuck" were a good pair. 
"Adey" Bentrude played end part of the season. With another year 
of experience he ought to improve wonderfully. 
"Barney" Mastain was a utility man. ·when he was called on to fill 
some position, he filled it capably. 
"Woody" ·Wilson was a substitute end. He will be back next year. 
H. Zimmerman was utility lineman. He will be heard from next year. 
"Bud" McKinstry had the difficult job of being Fullerton's understudy. 
With another year's growth he will make a valuable player. 
We lose Perry, Mastain, Kint, Cowan and Fullerton by graduation. 
However, the nineteen sixteen prospects are very bright. 
\., 11,..,.A\ ---- ~ 
,,------··-7 ---...._ l;.......,,._c........,___,_J 
Thoughts of football oft remind us, 
We must write ow· names in blood, 
And departing, leave behind us 
Half ow· faces in the mud. 
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Basketba11 
\Vith only two leller men back, C:aplain-elecl Perry and Edleman, and 
after losing Lhc services of Captain Brown, llcrsey, C. Brown, McKinstry 
and Kruger, the chances for a good team were not promising. Bui afler a 
few weeks of praclice, the squad began lo look belier every day. 
Our first game was with lhc Alumni. Pla~•ing a mediocre game, T. 
C. H. S. waded through lhc Alumni, twenty-nine Lo eleven. Fuller-ton 
starred, making five baskets. Perry and Green made four each. Hersey's 
floor work was the feature of the game. The game was loosely played 
and it was easily seen that Lhe team would have lo clcvclop belier team 
work if Lhcy expected lo win Lhe majority of their games. 
Clarksville was our next viclim. The Orange and Black slarlcd oul 
with a rush and kept the goocl work up lhroughoul lhc game. We dis-
played good learn work, but Lhe basket shooting was not so accurate as il 
might have been. Perr~• played an exceptional game al center. shooting 
nine baskets. Green made eight baskets, bul 111issed some shots he should 
have had. The foul shooting by Cook of Clarksville was a noticeable 
feature of this game. The score was fol'ly lo ninrleen in our favor. 
Our next game was with Jew Ila111pton. \\'e were overconfident. 
They defeated us lhirly-ninc lo eighteen. T. C. II. S. showed very poor 
team work and inabililv lo shoot baskets. ::vrarkle al center was lhc star 
of the game, making efoven baskets, many of which were difficult shots. 
Perry was not up to his usual form. Rcho,·st played a remarkable game 
al running guard. Green had his eye for shooting fouls, making ten out 
of thirteen. 
On Lhc following Saturday we journeyed lo Clarksville for a return 
game. Every man on the Lcam was in fine condition. \Ve whipped them 
lo lhc lune of forty-two Lo seventeen. The team work was cxcellcnl ancl 
lhe basket shooting had improved fifly per cent since the week before. 
Cowan played a slar game al forward. I le was all ovc,· the floor and 
shot seven baskets. Pcrrv made six. Green shot seven baskets and made 
five out of seven chances.al the foul line. 
Heinbcck furnished lhc opposition fo,· lhc following Saturday. They 
defeated us in a well-played game, Lhirly-lwo lo Lwenly-lwo. Smith of 
Heinbeck was lhc shining lighl of the game. 
After a week of hard practice we look on Easl \\'alerloo. \Ve gave 
them a great surprise, as they expected an easy victory. T. C. I I. S. pla~·ed 
the best baskclball the~• had played all season, defeating \Valcrloo by the 
score of fif'ly-lwo lo firteen. Both Perry and Green played a good game, 
each shooting Len baskets. Cowan pla~•cd a star game al guard. Alison 
played well for Waterloo. Cowan sprained his ankle, which put him out 
of commission for two weeks. 
The next game was with \Vest \Valerloo. \Ve arrived al Waterloo full 
of hope and fear, for \\'est Jligh had a strong team. The game was played 
in the small Y. M. C. A. gym, which handicapped us lo some extent. "Boob" 
Miller won the game for West IJigh, shooting seven baskets, while he held 
Green scoreless. Green played a loose game. Edleman played a fast 
game, holding H. Miller. lhe renowned forward, lo one basket, while he 
scored three. Captain Perry played his usual game. 
The game for the city and county championship with Cedar Falls 
came on Lhc following Saturday. This was Lhe big game of the year and 
T. C. JL S. was very anxious lo win. Green broke his ankle in practice 
on Monday, but Cowan was able lo fill his place well. 
The Orange and Black played Cedar Falls off their feel the first half, 
leading at the end of the period, thirteen Lo seven. Arter a few minutes 
of play in the second half, Barnes, playing center for T. C. H. S., was 
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Mastain, Barnes, Bailey 
Cowan, Fullerton, ga1 eman 
Green, Perry (Captain), G lasner (Coach) 
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ruled out on four personal fouls. Mastain took his place and was forced 
out on fouls after a few minutes of play. Perry was then shifted to center 
and McCreery took forward. Cedar Falls was steadily gaining, and about 
one minute before time was up Christiansen shot the basket which tied 
the score. Just as the final whistle blew a foul was called on M. Bailey. 
0. Bailey shot the foul, winning the game for Cedar Falls, twenty to nine-
teen. The ofTiciating was very lax. Barnes played a stellar game, holding 
Christiansen scoreless while he was in the contest. Perry and Cowan 
played well at forward, as did Edleman and Bailey at guard. T. C. H. S. 
used wonderful team play and would have won had Barnes not b een 
ruled out. 
Vl1e defeated West Waterloo twenty-three to twenty-two the next Sat-
urday. Perry played a fine game, caging seven baskets. Barnes played 
a poor game. 
T. C. H. S. was entered in the district tournament at Cedar Falls on 
the tenth and eleventh of March. Had it not been for overconfidence we 
would have had a fighting chance to win the tournament. We drew Iowa 
Falls and, expecting to administer an easy defeat, sent the second team 
into the fray. Iowa Falls immediately ran up a big lead on the seconds. 
The first team- was sent to the rescue, but it was too late, and we were 
defeated, thirty-six to thirty-four. 
Although T. C. H. · S. split even on the schedule of ten games, it was 
a very successful season. We played a better class of teams than ever 
before. East Waterloo players, who were so decisively beaten by us, w ere 
the runners-up in the tournament, and Cedar Falls, who won the tourna-
ment, defeated us only by the margin of one point. 
Captain Perry was a heady player. He was the basket shooter, mak-
ing about one hundred points throughout the se_ason. 
Cowan played either guard or forward and played both positions 
equally well. He was a fast man an .d covered lots of floor. 
Green played at forward . He had made about ninety points up lo 
the time of his injury. Green did most of the foul shooting. 
Edleman filled one of the guard positions. He was an aggressive 
player and always held his man down to a very few baskets. 
"Whitey" Bailey played the other guard. He made as many baskets 
as his opponents did all year. This is a very remarkable accomplishment 
for a guard. 
Mastain and McCreery were the substitutes. They could be relied 
upon to play a good game wherever placed. 
"Big" Barnes filled the pivot position. He was a close guarder. 
"Rod" Fullerton played both guard and forward until he was laid up 
for the remainder of the season with injuries. Fullerton was full of fight 
::: nd was a valuable asset to the team. 
Kint completed his school work after the Alumni game. His loss was 
keenly felt by the team. 
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Track 
T. C. H. S. had a track team in nineteen fifteen for the first time in 
the history of the school. The first meet of the year was the Home Meet, 
held on the twenty-fourth of April. Some good time was made. 
100-yard dash- Hersey, Perry, Bailey. Time, :10 4-5. 
220-yard dash- Hersey, Perry, Bailey. Time, :24 1-5. 
440-yard dash- Perry, Bailey. Time, :58 3-5. 
220-yard hurdles- Hersey, Perry, Cowan. Time, :29 1-5. 
120-yard hurdles- Hersey, Perry. Time, :19 1-5. 
Half-mile run- Kreger, Procter, Kint. Time, 2 :18. 
Mile run- Procter, Kreger; Mastain and Palmer lied for third. Time, 
5 :21. 
Pole vault- Shillinglaw, Cowan, Perry. Height, 7 ft. 2 in. 
Broad jump- Perry, Bailey, Hersey. Distance, 17 ft. 10 in. 
High jump- Hersey, Perry, Bailey. Height, 4 ft. 10 in. 
Shot put- Hersey, Perry, R. Bailey. Distance, 32 ft. 8 in. 
Discus- R. Bailey, Perry, Hersey. Distance, 87 ft. 1 in. 
The next meet was with Independence at that place. It was close and 
exciting, the winner not being decided until the last event. Hersey and 
Perry ran some splendid races. The final score was sixty to fifty-eight. 
100-yard dash- Hersey, T. C. H. S.; Perry, T. C. H. S.; Moore, Ind. 
Time, :10 2-5. 
Mile run- Ackel, Ind.; Procter, T. C.H. S.; Taylor, Ind. Time, 5:18. 
440-yard dash- Perry, T. C.H. S.; Acke l, Ind.; Tremaine, Ind. Time, 
:55 4-5. 
Half-mile run- Flotz, Ind.; Kreger, T. C. H. S.; Procter, T. C. H. S. 
Time, 2 :19 2-5. 
220-yard dash- Perry, T. C. H. S.; Hersey, T. C. H. S.; Moore, Ind. 
Time, :22 4-5. 
220-yard low hurdles- Hersey, T. C. H. S.; Menzel, Ind.; Cowan, T. 
C. H. S. Time, :28. 
120-yard high hurdles- Hersey, T. C.H. S.; McLaughlin, Ind.; Brown, 
T. C.H. S. Time, :19. 
Broad jump- Brown, T. C.H. S.; Menzel, Ind.; Perry, T : C.H. S. Dis-
tance, 17 ft. 10 in. 
Discus- Nielson, Ind.; Kemmer, Ind.; Bentrude, T. C. H.'S. · Distance, 
87 ft. 10 in. 
Pole vault- Tremaine, Ind.; Taylor, Ind.; Brown, T. C.H. S. Height, 
6 ft. 11 in. 
Shot put- Nielson, Ind.; Kemmer, Ind.; Bentrude, T. C. H. S. Dis-
tance, 38 ft. 1 in. 
High jump- Barnes, T. C.H. S.; Tremaine, Ind.; Menzel, Ind. Height, 
4 ft. 11 in. 
Half-mile relay- T. C.H. S. Time, 2:19 2-5. 
The third meet was with Cedar Falls. The weather was very dis-
agreeable for a track meet. Cedar Falls won, sixty-five and one-half to 
forty and one-half. 
100-yard dash- Stelzer, C. F.; Hersey, T. C.H. S. Time, :10 4-5. 
120-yard high hurdles- Hersey, T. C. H. S.; Johnson, C. F . Time, 
:18 1-5. 
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Mile run- Robinson, C. F.; Procter, T. C. H. S. Time, 5 :27. 
Half-mile run- Brown, C. F.; Kreger, T. C.H. S. Time, 2:21. 
Half-mile relay- Cedar Falls High School. Time, 1 :46. 
220-yard dash- Stelzer, C. F.; Hersey, T. C.H. S. Time, :25 1-5. 
440-yard dash- Perry, T. C. H. S.; Turner, C. F. Time, 1 :01 1-,5. 
220-yard low hurdles- Stelzer, C. F.; Hersey, T. C. I-I. S. Time, : 31 4-5. 
Mile relay.----Teachers' College High School. Time, 4: 10. 
Broad jump- Knoll, C. F.; Brown, T. C. H. S. Distance, 18 ft. 5 in. 
Pole vault- Boehmler, C. F.; Andrews, C. F. Height, 7 ft. 7 in. 
Shot put- Stelzer, C. F.; Bentrude, T. C.H. S. Distance, 38 ft. 5½ in. 
High jump- Dubbert, C. F., and Brown, C. F., tied for first. Height, 
4 ft. 8½ in. 
Discus- Hansen , C. F.; Bentru de, T. C. H. S. Distance, 95 ft. 2 in. 
The Cedar Valley Meet was held here on the twentieth of May. T: ,C. · 
H. S. finished second. Hersey broke the high and low hurdle records 
and Perry broke the record for the quarter, but it was not recorded on 
account of a stopped watch. T. C. H. S. also broke the mile relay record. 
100-yard dash~ 1st, Stelzer, C. F.; 2d, Smith, Manchester; 3d, Hersey, 
T. C.H. S. Time, :10 4-5. Record, Smith, Manchester, :10 1-5. 
Mile run- 1st, Jekel, Ind.; 2d, Eckes, Nashua; 3d, Procter, T. C. H. S. 
Time, 5 :06 4-5. Record, Jekel, Ind., 5: 06 4-5. 
120-yard high hurdles_:._1st, Hersey, T. C.H. S.; 2d, Johnson, C. F.; 3d, 
McLaughlin, Ind. Time record, Johnson, C. F., :18 1-5. 
440-yard dash- 1st, Perry, T. C. H. S.; 2d, J. Brown, C. F.; 3d, Mc-
Ilree, W. U. Time, :56 2-5. Record, Marrow, Oelwein, :56 4-5. 
220-yard low hurdles- 1st, Hersey, T. C.H. S.; 2d, Dubbert, C. F.; 3d, 
Mcllree, W. U. Time, :27 3-5. Record, Hersey, T. C. H. S., :27 3-5. 
Half-mile run- 1st, J. Brown, C. F.; 2d, Howell, Oelwein; 3d, Dunam, 
Nashua. Time 2 :1 4 3-5. Record, Lillie, Oelwein, 2:13. 
One-mile relay- 1st, Teachers' College High School; 2d, Cedar Falls; 
3d, Oelwein. Time, 3:54 3-5. Record, T. C.H. S., 3:54 3-5. 
· 220-yard dash- 1st, Stelzer, C. F.; 2d, Smith, Manchester; 3d, John-
son, C. F . Time, :24 2-5. Record, Smith, Manchester, :22 1-5. 
Half-mile relay- 1st, Cedar Falls; 2d, Manchester; 3d, Oelwein. Time, 
1 :45 4-5. Record, Oelwein, 1 :44. 
Pole vault- 1st, T. Brown, C. F.; 2d, Tremaine, Ind.; 3d, Wiener, C. 
F. Height, 9 ft. 8¼ in. Record, Brown, C. F ., 9 ft. 8¼ in. 
12-pound shot put- 1st, Hall, Waukon; 2d, Nielson, Ind.; 3d, Stelzer, 
C. F. Distance, 43 ft. 3¼ in. Record, Hall, Waukon, 43 ft. 31/.1 in. 
Discus throw- 1st, 0. Niel, Oelwein; 2d, R. Bailey, T. C. H. S.; 3d, 
Markle, N. H. Distance, 104 ft. 1 in. Record, 0. Niel, Oelwein, 104 ft. 1 in. 
High jump- 1st, Smith, Manchester; 2d, Dubbert, C. F.; 3d, T. Brown, 
C. F.; 0. Niel, Oelwein; Menzel, Ind.; Barnes, T. C. H. S.; Camp, W. U.; 
Richards, Nashua. Height, 5 ft. 11/.i in. Record, Smith, Manchester, 5 
ft. 4 in. 
Broad jump- 1st. Knoll, C. F.; 2d, Johnson, C. F.; 3d, R. Brown, T. C. 
H. S. Distance, 20 ft. 5 ¾ in. Record, Knoll, C. F., 20 ft . 5 14 in. 
Hersey and Perry were sent to the State Meet at Des Moines. Perry 
failed to place in the quarter, but Hersey won second place in the high 
hurdles. 
The prospects are very bright for a good team this year and T. C. 
H. S. will make every effort to win the Cedar Valley cup from Cedar Falls. 
Franklin H. Green 
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Tennis 
In nineteen fifteen T. C. H. S. organized their first tennis team. 
Matches were scheduled with Independence, Manchester and East Water-
loo. A home tournament was held and Coach Arey picked the team from 
the showing made at that time. Shoemaker, Walsh, Green and Fullerton 
comprised the squad, although in some of the matches only two men were 
used. The playing conditions were rather poor, consequently the team 
was rather slow in developing. We succeeded in. winning only two of 
the five matches, defeating East Waterloo here and Manchester at Inde-
pendence, losing to Independence and East Waterloo. 
With three of the old men back the prospects for the nineteen six-
teen team are very good. 
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Physical Training for Girls 
To assume and maintain a good posture, to develop and exercise skill 
in athletics and, with it all, show a true sportsmanlike spirit, has been the 
aim of each high school gir] enrolJed in a physical training class this year. 
Upon the realization of this aim a suitable honor emblem to be worn on 
the sleeve of the gymnasium suit will be received. 
This emblem, when worn, will not mean what the ordinary insignia 
worn by boys and men mean, namely, that a particular skill in some one 
branch of athletics has been shown. In fact, the supreme requisite in ob-
taining the coveted honor is that a correct posture be maintained and that 
the physical exercises needed to strengthen the muscle~ that help in main-
taining this posture be faithfully done. 
This phase of the work is emphasized because of the realization that 
good health is dependent to a large degree on good posture, for well-de-
veloped and healthy organs cannot exist in a cramped and deformed 
body; and also because part of each girl's desire is to look the best pos-
sible, an<l it is believed that in acquiring the poise and grace necessary 
to maintain a good posture, one's physical charms are much enhanced. 
And, too, in developing the athletic skill necessary to obtain this em-
blem, no "first" teams have been chosen and no interscholastic games 
have been played, but, on the other hand, every girl in school has been 
given the opportunity of competing in every athletic line undertaken and 
the least skilful have been shown as much if not more attention than 
those who take more readily to the sports. 
Volleyball was the first game undertaken by the girls and was received 
with such enthusiasm that a tournament was started in each class in which 
every girl took part. Then the girls who showed themselves to be most 
skilful and also most sportsmanlike chall enged the girls of each other class 
to an interclass tournament. In this the Sophomores were declared the 
winners, having captured two games out of three from each of the other 
classes. 
Volleyball has proved to be one of the best games for high school 
girls, since it permits of large numb~rs taking part and also contains the 
least possibility of accidents or overstrain on the part of the girls. 
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A great deal of interest is being shown in indoor baseball thi s spring 
and many of the girls arc showing signs of becoming first-class players 
in this line of sporl. An indoor baseball tournament simi lar to the volley-
ball tournament is being planned and much speculation is abroad as to 
who will come oul victorious in thi s conlcsl. 
The high school gymnasium work has not been confined to athletics 
alone, however, for much lime has been devoted lo folk dancing, appa-
ratus work and Swedish gymnastics. Triple tests for posture have been 
given every month and a lt·iptc hygiene test has recently been slarled in 
each of Lhe high school c lasses. In all of these lines the girls have proved 
themselves most loyal and enthusias ti c workers and have shown the same 
joyfulness and spontaneity of action as in the less forma l work. 
From the things covered by Lhe gymnasium classes it is believed that 
a step al least has been taken in accomplishing the great corrective, edu-
cational, hygienic and recrcative phases of physical education. 
THE WINNING SOPHOMORE TEAM 
LUCILE POPE.TOY 
KATHEHINE LUDEMA 
ELIZARETH MASTAIN 
MARTHA SHonT 
LEOTA BRUSH 
SAnAH Bnusu 
MILDRED IVES 
l•'lt'ty-flve 
JA ' ET GALFOHD 
GE EICE HOLLIS 
MAH.TORIE ISRE'l' 
GENEVIEVE VAN ORSDAL 
RUTH HANKS 
MAH.TOHIE HAMMEil 
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A th1e6c Association 
The Athl etic Association of the Teachers' College High School was 
organized by Professor Stone in the year nineteen fourteen. A repre-
sentative from each room from the sixth grade and up through the high 
school was chosen as a nomination committee to decide as to what offi-
cers were needed. They then assembled in the auditorium, where the 
following officers were elected: 
President . . .................. .. ..... LAWRENCE PUTNEY 
Vice President . .... . .......... . ......... MANFORD KINT 
Secretary .... .. ....... . ................ ELLEN LEISTER 
Treasurer .......... . ............. RODEHICK FULLERTON 
It was decided the term of office be one school year. The dues of 
twenty-five cents were made payable at the beginning of each half year. 
By unanimous vote the rules and by-laws of the Athletic Association 
of nineteen fourtee n were retained for the year nineteen fifteen. The new 
election of officers resulted as follows: 
President ............................ FRANKLIN GREEN 
Vice P1·esident ..... ........... . .......... GLEN Cow AN 
Secretary .............................. MARTHA SHORT 
Treasurer ........ .... . ................ VmGIL BOZARTH 
The association has been very successful financially. After all ex-
penses were paid thirty-five dollars remained in the treasury. 
M. S., '18 
T. C.H. S. CJub 
In the spring of nineteen sixteen a letter cli1b was organized and the 
following officers were elected : 
President .... . ....................... FRANKLIN GREEN 
Vice President . ....................... GLENN EDLEMAN 
Secretary .............................. LOYAL PROCTER 
Treasurer ........................ CHARLES ZIMMERMAN 
Members of T. C. H. S. Club and the sport in which they won letters: 
Name Football Basketball Track 
M. Bailey 1 1 
R. Bailey 1 
S. Barnes 1 
A. Bentrude 1 
G. Bentrude 2 
G. Cowan 2 1 1 
G. Edleman 2 3 
R. Fullerton 1 
F. Green 1 1 
M. Kint 2 
0. McCreery 1 
E. Morgenson 1 
A. Nielsen 1 
I. Perry 1 3 1 
L. Procter 1 
C. Zimmerman 2 
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Music 
Music, a universal language, enabling practically all men to communi-
cate underslandingly, has an important place in any well-rounded scheme 
of education. To understand music gives increased capacity for enjoy-
ment; and to be able Lo express music in song gives the performer both 
the power of enjoyment and Lhe abi lily to serve. 
The purpose of music, then, in our public schools should be to give 
Lhe boys and girls Lhe Lraining needed for expression and appreciation. 
IL is for the benefit of all; ils refining and elevating is needed by a ll, for 
al present no one can claim Lo be educated unless he understands the 
fundamentals of music and is able to read at least simple music. 
1n accordance wilh the above theories regarding the educational and 
the cultural value of music, all high school pupils devote one period a 
week to music. Voices are Lesled and parts assigned for Lhe chorus sing-
ing. Standard unison songs of Lhe folk and ballad type are studied. Some 
of Lhe choruses learned recenlly by the high school are: "When the Foe-
man Bares His Slee I" (Su Iii van), "Send Out Thy Light" (Gounod), "Hail 
to Lhe Heroes," from "Aida," and "Oh, Italia, Beloved" (Donizetti). 
To train the pupils for enjoyment of music through listening, a sys-
tematic course in music appreciation has been established. The lessons 
are based upon the text, "What We Hear in Music," published by the Vic-
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tor Talking Machine Company. This work is alternated with the chorus 
singing and is for all the pupils of the high school. 
The musical activities of the school that are elective comprise sing-
ing in the glee clubs and the chorus, and playing in the orchestra. Though 
no credit is given for this extra work, the appeal of music is so strong 
that the students take both pleasure and pride in contributing their time 
and their talents to the musical life of the school, rehearsals being well 
attended. 
In the glee clubs special attention is given to voice training. Owing 
to the amount of time devoted to this fundamental work, it has been im-
pos·sible to cover a great deal of material, but both pupils and teachers 
feel that it is time well spent. In some high schools there are special 
classes devoted to voice training. The present interest ~ould seem to 
warrant the organization of such a class in the near future. 
At the- present time there are no especial qualifications for member-
. ship except in the First Girls' Glee Club. The members of this club must 
have had some training and experience in glee club singing, admission 
depending upon musicianship and quality of voice. The members of the 
First Girls' Glee Club are: Sopranos- Helene Cook, Louise Hearst, Leta 
Hilton, Eula Isley, Nellie Moseley, Ruth Popejoy, Mary Robinson, Wilmerth 
Steele; Altos-Marie Ferguson, Jane Imlay, Eula Lyon, Frieda Schmitt, 
Sophia Schmitt, Doris Warnock. Those in the Second Girls' Glee Club 
are: Sopranos- Leota Brush, Sarah Brush, Janet Galford, Marjorie Ham-
mer, Geneice Hollis, Mildred Ives, Myrle Nelson, Esther Paschen, Lucille 
Popejoy; Altos-Esther Bley, Dorothy Hayes, Helen McCreery, Marcia 
Newton, Helga Nielsen, Vivian Partington, Esther Sheffield. 
The Boys' Glee Club is composed of: Tenors- Dewey Butterfield, 
Clay Cowan, Wayne Jewell, Roy Levalley, Dewey Martin, Einer Morgen-
son, Loyal Procter, Schuman Ray; Basses- Glade Butterfield, Glenn Cow-
an, Glenn Edleman, Roderick Fullerton, Franklin Green, Otis McCreery, 
Ewald Nielsen, Willard Reynold.s, Wilson Sherrard, Paul Shoemaker. 
In naming those who have chiefly contributed toward the success of 
music in the high school, first place should be given to the accompanists, 
Eula Lyon; Vesta Rugg, Geneice Hollis and Louise Hearst, whose faithful-
ness and unfailing interest have been both an inspiration and a satisfac-
tion to all concerned. 
The members of the Boys' Glee Club and of the two Girls' Glee Clubs, 
with some others who are especially interested, have recently organized 
a chorus which promises to become one of the most popular and inter-
esting features of the music work. 
The instrumental side of music is not neglected, many of the boys 
and girls playing orchestral instruments. The Training School Orches-
tra, though in its infancy, bids fair to become a flourishing organization, 
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Shoemaker, Bailey, G. Butterfield, Reynolds, Fullerton, Mccreery, D. Butterfield 
In addition to the customary programs given by the Music Depart-
ment of the high school, much has been done in the way of the develop-
ment of the pageant, and in this the music naturally fi ll s an important 
place. The Shakespeare Tercentenary Pageant to be given this year wi ll 
afford an opportunity for every individual pupil to take part, as well as 
for the various musical organizations. 
Miss Hooper 
Steele, Imlay, Hammer, Brush, Hollis, Isely, Paschen, Popejoy 
Brush, Warnock, Schmitt, Robinson, Hearst, Rugg, Ferguson, Lyon 
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Training School Activities 
Training School days arc full of work and play. Twenty-five 
faculty members, five hundred Senior students and three Jum-
dred children arc busy every day in the Training School building. 
Classes arc offered for college credit in "Illustrative Teach-
ing," in which Senior students arc grouped according lo the work 
for which they arc preparing. Herc they observe and discuss 
the teaching of Primary classes, Intermediate grades, Grammar 
grades, High School and Rural School classes. "Advanced Teach-
ing" classes arc also organized separately .for Primary teachers, 
Intcrrn.ediatc and High School teachers, and Home Economics 
teachers. "Conference Teaching" offers an opporlunily .for Lhe 
discussion of general problems and of special methods in various 
subjects. In addition, two hundred and fifty r citations a day 
are conducted by Senior students as work in "Practice T aching.'' 
But most interesting of all arc the varied activities of the 
children in classrooms, assemblies, gymnasium, garden and play-
ground. Always enthusiastic, they a:rc brimming over with 
energy when any project calls them out of doors, into the garden, 
the cornfield, the hay field, the maple grove or the woods. The 
products of the garden arc utilized during Lhc year for decora-
tions and refreshments on specia l occasions. Hallowc'en Jack 
O' Lanterns, Thanksgiving pumpkin pies, the festoons of pop 
corn for the school Christmas tree, pop corn balls and cracker-
jack are the result of the children's own efforts. Animal life gels 
its share of attention. Snails, turtles, Loads, moths and buller-
flics, the ant hill of the fourth grade, and the fish tank of lhe 
fifth grade furnish valuable lessons. Among the preparations 
for winter come the study of soil and cuttings for the window 
boxes, the planting and care or bu lbs, and Lhc drying, storing and 
canning of fruit and vegetables. Later, the Holiday occupations 
give way to an interest in bird houses, kites, maple sugar mak-
ing and May baskets. All this gives purpose and meaning to the 
formal side of instruction. The children who boil down to one 
pint the twelve quarts of maple sap which they have collected, 
and who find one pint of shelled pop corn expanding into four 
quarts and three pints of popped corn have a notion of denom-
inate numbers that is more than mere words. 
The lunch room. is proving very popular. Herc from fifty Lo 
eighty children gather every noon and add to the lunch brought 
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Domestic Science 
Manual Training 
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from home, one warm dish prepared by the cooking classes. 
The school often has visiting days, when parents are specially 
urged to visit class work and to confer on school problems. Every 
Friday afternoon a free exhibition of moving pictures takes 
p laces in the Training School Auditorium, to which the members 
of the community are also invited. Of the several 'public pro-
grams given during the year, the pageant presented in the col-
lege auditorium, February twenty-second, under the direction of 
Miss Hughes, was particularly pleasing. In May the whole school 
united in a Shakespearean tercentenary celebration in which 
everyone, children, students and faculty, had a share. This 
spirit of co-operation resulted in an afternoon of Shakespearean 
scenes, songs and dances, with a true "Merry England" atmos-
phere. 
Since these arc only a few of the many activities of the Train-
ing School, it is easy to see why the time passes so quickly and 
so pleasantly for everyone connected with it. 
Miss Luse 
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PAUL SHOEMAKER 
Winner of Declamalory, '15 
Declamatory "Work 
T~enty-five students participated in the preliminary declam-
atory contest last year. While scarcely three weeks had been 
spent in active preparation, the contest was unusually good. 
From the thirteen contestants of the Dramatic class the fol-
lowing seven were chosen (not in the order given) : Scene from 
Ivanhoe, Vesta Rugg; "Herve Riel," Eula Lyon; Scene from 
"Julius Caesar," Paul Shoemaker; "For Dear Old Yale," Brooks 
Baughman; "The Death Disc,'' Martha Short; "The Mill Boy," 
Veda Stech; and "The Revenge,'' Ruth Popejoy. 
In the Oratorical section "The New South," Manford Kint; 
"Touessant L' Overture," Floyd Walsh; "Affairs in Cuba," Harry 
Zimmerman, and "Affairs in Cuba," Nelson Hersey, were win-
ners. Catherine Ludeman was awarded first place in the Hum-
orous class in "How Tom Sawyer Whitewashed the Fence." 
The above twelve appeared in the final contest. Paul Shoe-
maker received first place and won the honor of representing the 
high school in the Cedar Valley Declamatory. The ones who 
placed were: Paul Shoemaker, first; Floyd Walsh, second; 
Martha Short, third, and Manford Kint, fourth. 
Great credit is due _Mr. Arey for the success he made possible 
in the contest. 1 
The contest this year is to be held in May, too late for any 
record in this publication, but from the number who arc prepar-
ing for it, it promises to be a strong one. 
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Shakespeare Pageant 
Since the class of nineteen sixteen enjoys the distinction of 
being the "Shakespeare Tercentenary'' class, it seemed impera-
tive that our special exercises should be planned with direct ref-
erence to the great dramatist. What springtime exercise in 
honor of the man who knew and loved all outdoors so well could 
be more suitable than an outdoor fcte on our beautiful campus? 
Could we not have an old English May celebration such as 
Shakespeare might have attended in his own village of Stratford? 
Perhaps Shakespeare himself might be induced to be present and 
if Queen Elizabeth were invited possibly she would deign to 
grace our pageant with her lords and ladies. Would not so1nc 
of the scenes from "As You Like It" work in well, not only to 
give our dramatic members an opportunity to show some of the 
results of our class work, but also to do honor to the hero of our 
festival? And if we added a "Witch Scene" from Macbeth it 
would give a touch of v,,eirdness to what we hope to make a beau-
tiful and joyous occasion. 
Everything seemed now to promise well, but we wanted more 
villagers. So we invited all the rest of the school to come to our 
celebration in Elizabethan costume ready to sing and dance in 
our interludes and to applaud our performances. After a gen--
eral try-out we selected this cast. 
""As You Like It"'"' 
Rosalind ......................... Marie Ferguson 
Celia ................................. Vesta Rugg 
Audrey ........................... Doris Warnock 
Orlando ......................... Paul Shoemaker 
Touchstone ........................ Florence Kern 
Duke Senior ......................... Neil Mastain 
Jacques ................................ Ira Perry 
Adam .............................. Glenn Cowan 
Lords and attendants. 
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Alumni 
We wish to express our thanks and appreciation to the Alum-
ni, who have so loyally supported us, especially to those here in 
school who have supported the school in athletics and other 
school activities. 
There was at one time an a lumnal association and it is still 
trying to live. Why not boost it and help it gain prominence 
again? 
ALUMNI ROLL 
1904 
John Barnes, teacher, Wichita, Kansas. 
Paul Colgrove, doctor, Oberlin, Ohio. 
Delpha Davis, missionary, Monastir, Turkey. 
Roy Shearn, grocer, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
1906 
Lindsay Robinson, at Iowa University, Towa Cily, Iowa. 
Torn Anderson, teacher, Douglas, Wyoming. 
Jasper Wilbur, teacher, Newton, Iowa. 
Walter Bender, farmer, Bryan, Ohio. 
Ruth Wright, at home, Cedar Fall s, Iowa. 
1907 
Faith Downs, teacher, Center Point, Iowa. 
Roy Davis, Waterloo, Iowa. 
1908 
Jessie Barnes, teacher, I. S. T. C., Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Lorna Flagler, Emmet, Idaho. 
Harold Frisby, Canada. 
1909 
Myron Begeman, Detroit, Michigan. 
Clarke Wilson, at I. S. T . C., Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
1910 
Hazel Aldrich, teacher, Training School, Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Hazel Butterfield, Y. W. C. A. Secretary. 
Brian Condit,. at Iowa University, Iowa City, Iowa. 
Faye Palmer, L. A. C. Orchestra. 
Hawley Whitacre, at I. S. T. C., Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Miriam Bender, teacher, Albert Lea, Minnesota. 
Arthur McMahon, at Michigan University, Ann Arbor, Michigan . 
. Akbar Bryson, at I. S. T. C., Cedar· Fall s, Iowa. 
Hazel Flager, teacher, Emmet, Idaho. 
Gladys Palmer, L. A. C. Orchestra. 
Esther Shoemaker, teacher, Iowa Fall s, Iowa. 
Alvin Tostlebe, at I. S. T. C., Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
1912 
At I. S. T. C.: Clarence Rasmusen, Esther Hansen, David Schmitt, 
Mirian Shillinglaw, Emma Larson, Freda Thoene, Mary Ward, Emery 
Meyer. 
Rudolph Kramer, farmer, Ackley, Iowa. 
1913 
At I. S. T. C. : Edith Lincoln, Sylvia Ufford, Hallie Ward, Ina Deal, 
Samuel Hersey, Martin Hansen, Kenneth Cotton, Harry Jewell, William 
Hunter, Jessie Shedd, Frank Jewell. 
1914 
At I. S. T. C. : Bernice Ed leman, Francis Hersey, Phoebe Cowan, 
Dorthy Condit, Haro ld Shoemaker, Madeline Nisbet, Mervin Cowan, Mar-jorie Gist. 
1915 
At I. S. T . C.: James Porter, Mina Wilson, Grace Barnes, Dorothy 
Uhl, F loyd Walsh, Nelson Hersey, Lloyd Grover, Charles McKinstry. 
Julia Anderson, at Southern Seminary, Buena: Vista, Virginia. 
Arnold Refshauge, at Dra~e, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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School History 
The Training School made its initial appearance on the Nor-
mal School campus in one of the rooms on the second floor of 
the old North Hall, now Central Hall, in the fall of 1893. Miss 
Alice Cynthia King started it on its eventful career. From the 
very first it made a lusty growth. The following year, Miss Etta 
Supplee took charge of the first four · grades; thus the Primary 
Department was organized. Early in the history of the school 
a Preparatory Department was started which was under the di-
rection of the professor in charge of the Advanced Training De-
partment. The Preparatory was composed of young people too 
mature to be placed in classes with the grade pupils, yet not far 
enough advanced scholastically to enter the Normal classes. 
This part of the school shared in the ups and downs of the Ad-
vanced Training School until 1912, when it was abandoned, the 
need for it no longer existing. In 1904 a Kindergarten was 
started under the supervision of Miss Harriet Gunn. This com-
pleted the school, so far as departments went, but they were sep-
arate schools. The board, in 1909, united them in one depart-
ment with Professor Wilbur H. Bender as director of the Train-
ing School. 
Miss King was in charge of the Advanced Training Depart-
ment for three years, followed by Miss Ida Schell for one year. 
Mr. Bender came in January, 1898, and the following year Miss 
Elizabeth Hughes was selected as his assistant. Soon the need 
of more help was seen and in 1900 Miss Carrie Parker was elected 
critic, which position she held for three years. In 1901, Miss Ida 
Fesenbeck was made critic of the Preparatory. Miss Ethel 
Waller served during the year 1901-02 during Miss Hughes' ab-
sence for the purpose of study in Europe. In 1902, a decided 
change was made in the organization of the faculty. Four teach-
ers were hired to take charge of the study rooms, thus leaving 
Mr. Bender, Miss Hughes .and Miss Fesenbeck free for supervisory 
work. At this time departmental supervision was begun, Miss 
Hughes taking geography and history, Miss Fesenbeck, reading 
and language, and Mr. Bender, mathematics and science. The 
need for additional critics soon increased, resulting in the elec-
tion of Miss Laura Bowman in 1904, Miss Eva Mae Luse in 1906, 
Miss Mae Cresswell in 1908, and Miss Floe E. Correll and Miss 
Gertrude Dandliker in 1909, in the place of , Miss Bowman, who 
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resigned that year. Later, supervisors of music, home econom-
ics and physical training were added to the teaching force. 
Mr. Bender rc1naincd the effective director of this school un-
til 1913, when he resigned to carry on further study. His suc-
cessor was Professor G. S. Dick, who left after one year to be-
come president of the Nebraska Normal School at Kearney. Pro-
·rcssor C. W. Stone was chosen as the new director in 1914. 
From four room teachers in 1902, the needs of the school de-
manded six room teachers by 1909, and now the pupils in the 
whole school arc cared for in eleven rooms with eleven teachers, 
known now as critics in training, in charge. 
From the one roon'l in Central Hall the Teachers' College 
High School grew so rapidly that they soon occupied all the sec-
ond and third floors of that building. In 1902, nautilus-like, 
they moved. in to the new Auditorium Building, occupying the 
north part of the first and second floors beyond the corridor 
doors. When the Kindergarten was started, it began in the base-
ment in the northeast rooms. In 1907, quarters again became 
crowded and the Preparatory and Advanced Department were 
given old South Hall, now Gilchrist Hall. This left the Primary 
and Kindergarten Departments on the first floor and in the base-
ment of the Auditorium Building. The still growing school im-
pressed the board of its need of more room. which resulted in 
the fine Teachers' College High School building, erected in 1913 
at a cost of $150,000. At last the whole high school was housed 
in a house of its own dedicated for its work of educating boys 
and girls and training teachers. 
The Training School has always stood for high ideals in 
scholarship and coriduct for both its pupils and student teachers. 
Its course of study has kept apace with the ~cquirei11ents of its 
boys and girls. From time to tin1c additions were made until 
the class graduating in 1910 had completed a full four-year 
course. Soon afterward the Training School was placed on the 
accredited list of high schools of the state and later on the ac-
. credited list of the North Central Association. In athletics their 
teams have become well known for ability and clean sport. There 
is now a well-organized Y. V\T. C. A. of high school girls. The 
young people leaving this school arc found taking prominent 
places i1; the college activities and successfully filling their places 
as members of the community. 
Miss Cresswell 
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Cabinet 
Y. W. C. A. 
The year 1915-16 is the second year of association work in 
T each ers' College High School. It has been a year of especial 
in tcrest and as a result the association stands higher than ever 
before. 
. Our weekly m.cctings arc held on Thursday afternoon. At 
these we have taken up a book on "Christian Citizenship." The 
lessons in this book have been especially helpful, as each lesson 
has a practical application. to a high school girl's life. 
Our work has been considerably lightened since the cabinet 
has had a room and desk of its own . This room was procured 
and furnished through the kind generosity of the faculty. 
Our work is conducted by the following committees: 
1. Membership, whose aim is to enroll members. 
2. Re ligious, whose aim is to plan weekly devotional pro-
grams. 
3. Entcrtainmcn t, whose aim. is to conduct the social affairs. 
4. News, whose aim is to announce the meetings. 
5. Finance, whose aim. is to collect and spend sums neces-
sary for the conduct of the association . 
6. Social service, whose aim is to find and do charity work. 
Y. W. C. A. CABINET 
President . ...................... MARIE FERGUSON 
Vice President, Membership ....... .. . EULA LYON 
Secretary ....................... . RUBY LUDEMAN 
Treasurer, Finance ................ HELENE CooK 
Religious ....................... SOPHIA SCHMITT 
News ....................... . ... FRIEDA SCHMITT 
Entertainment. ................... RuTI-I POPEJOY 
Sixty-nine 
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Y. M. C. A. 
The Young Men's Christian Association was organized in the 
Teachers' College High School in the fall of 1914. It was estab-
lished by some of the members of the college Y. M. C. A. Dur-
ing this year we held meetings, our regular hour being on Sun-
day afternoon. 
As the main aim of the Y. M. C. A. is to develop the young 
man spiritually, we took up a course of Bible study, which is the 
fundamental method of spiritualizing the young man. The 
course which we studied and which is now being used in the 
Bible class is a collection of studies on Christ's life called "Jesus, 
the Head Coach," a course which takes up his life in an interest-
ing way for the young man. From this class several delegates 
were sent to the Lake Geneva Conference and more expect to go 
this year. Seven delegates represented the school at the Grin-
nell State Convention, where over eight hundred delegates were 
·present, representing ninety towns of Iowa. 
We had the opportunity to hear Mr. Sylvester, who intro-
duced the Clean Life Club. This was taken up by the boys of 
the school, work was planned and officers were elected. The 
following are the officers of the club: 
President ..................... . GEORGE BENTRUDE 
Vice President . .... .. ............ Ons MCCREERY 
Secretary ... ................... PAUL SHOEMAKER 
Treasurer ...................... GLENN EoLEMAN 
The Y. M. C. A. has been and is progressing in T. C. H. S. and 
we hope to make it grow greater and stronger in the future; 
carrying out the motto of the association, to develop the young 
man spiritually, mentally and physically. 
Seventy 
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Seventy-one 
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CLASS DISTINCTCONS 
Freshmen: "Comedy of Errors." 
Sophomores: "Much Ado About Nothing." 
Juniors: "Love's Labor Lost." 
Seniors: "All's ,veil That Ends ·well." 
Our editor-in-chief was asked what the height of his ambition was. 
He replied that he didn't exactly know, but he thought she came just about 
to his shoulder. 
Pratt: "Have a cigarette." 
Merrill: "No, I'm in Manual Training." 
Teacher : "Otis, what do they call the children of the czar?" 
Bright Otie: "Why-er-er-er, czardines !" 
ODE TO A FRESHMAN 
Her hands und veet vas scmall und neet, 
Und ven dot maiden sings, 
Dern little birds dey glose deir eyes, 
Und flab deir .little wings. 
Once upon a time little Artl1ur N. learned this memory verse: "It's 
useless nonsense, if not a crime, to hang around the ladies all the time!" 
And we beg to observe he not only learned it then, but he still remembers 
it now. 
Miss Heisey: "What did Vergil write?" 
Mary S.: "Just wait a minute and I'll ask him." 
Wayne: 
Martha: 
Wayne: 
"The ladies are lots helter looking than the men." 
"Na tu rail y ." 
"No, artificially." 
Genevieve: "Somebody and I went to the Empress last night." 
Ruby: "Huh! That's nothing! vVhy, Earline and l went clear to 
!he corner and back after six o'clock." 
Father: "What does this 60 on your report card mean?" 
Robert C.: "Oh, I guess that is the temperature of the room." 
Ruth P.: "Have you ever seen a mosquito weep?" 
Loyal P.: "No, but I've seen a moth ball." 
The average man's arm is thirty inches long; the average woman's 
waist is thirty inches 'round. How wonderful are thy works, oh naturel 
Seventy-two 
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r••w 
Senior Junior Sophomore Freshman 
THIS IS TOO DEEP FOR FRESHMEN 
Adella B.: "Only one picture was ever painted of John D. Rocky-
feller- and that is in water color." 
Charles K.: "Yes, they cou ldn't do him in oil." 
Glenn E. : "That girl we just passed smiled at me." 
Mildred M.: "That's nothing, the first time I ever saw you I laughed 
out loud." · 
Mr. Glasner (in Physics c lass) : "Marie, can you tell me what a 
vacuum is?" 
Marie (thinking deeply) : "Let me see, I've got it in my head, but I 
can't think of it.'' 
Williard (after thinking it over) says: "A girl is only a girl, but a 
cigar is a smoke." 
The Freshman Latin class were studying "Nil, nisi, bonum." 
Miss L.: "Marcia, what does 'nil, nisi, bonum' mean?" 
Marcia: "Everything that is good." 
Miss L.: "Vivien, is that right?" 
Vivien: "l thought it meant nothing that is good and everything 
that is dry." 
Reynolds had a very black eye this fall. 
Franklin: "How did you get that black eye?" 
\Villiard: "I was at a football game looking through a hole in the 
fence and 1 gol my eye sunburned . 
QUEER CIRCUMSTANCES 
A dumb man picked up a wagon wheel and spoke. 
A paralyzed man wore a coat of wool and felt. 
A blind man reached for a plane and saw. 
A bedbug listened to a bed tick. 
A fisherman with no sense of smellin g caught some herring and smelt. 
People say they have seen a board walk, a horse fly, a chimney smoke, 
and a picket fence, also a tree bark. 
A wonderful age, indeed! 
Here's to the whole world 
For fear some fool will get sore 
Because he's left out. 
Mr. Glasner (lecturing Earline): "How do you know when you 
know?" 
Earline: "I don't know." 
Seventy-tllree 
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Smile and the Freshies smile with you, 
Pout and you pout alone; 
If you're a stubborn lass 
And won't stand with the class, 
Just take your picture a lone. 
Soph.: "Oh I I can't get my 'caesar !" 
Experienced Sr.: "Why don't you ride?" 
Sophy: "Can't- got a V,'alker's Caesar." 
Helen Jfc 
This verse was found in the 1.!:J09 Old Gold. Of course, we don' t 
know who it is about. That is why we are printing it: 
"Mabel, timid Mabel, 
With her face against the pane, 
Looks out into the dreary night, 
Sees Russel in the rain." 
Miss Walsh (angrily): "Now, I want this stopping talked!" 
The team was having an earnest consultation between halves on how 
to play during the next half so that the game might be won. 
Butch (star gazing) : "Oh, see the ducks!" 
Mr. Glasener (sternly): "Einer, Einer, this is no time to be looking 
at ducks." 
We wonder whose rahs it is that makes Ira play so like a mighty 
Hero? 
NOTICE 
Keep Juniors indoors. The squirrels are running thick around the 
campus. 
Teacher: "What is that grating sound?" 
Ans.: "Only Eula L. scratching her head." 
Miss H.: "Can you give a sentence using the word chivalry?" 
C. J.: "I don't know what it means." 
Miss H.: "Chivalry means knighthood." 
C. J. (giving a sentence): "My grandmother wears a chivalry when 
she goes to bed." 
E. F . M. (timidly approaching dry goods clerk) : "I want some 
stockings for gym." 
"How old is Jim?" 
No one knows between whom the fol lowing conversation took place. 
Only one thing is certain, and that is that the time was about 9: 30 p. 111., 
just after the library had closed. The conversation was: 
"Are you Hungary?" 
"Yes, Siam." 
"Well, I'll Tiji." 
It certainly .sounds like a Cook, doesn't it? 
Mrs. Perry: "I see that Ira has developed a fondness for animals." 
Mr. Perry (excited) : "Why, how's that?" 
Mrs. Perry: "Why, he comes clear home from Wilson's every night 
with a hair on his shoulder." 
The oysters have a college yell 
To dislocate the jaw; 
Each oyster opens up his shell 
And hollers, "Rawl Raw! Rawl" 
Sev enty-four 
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THIS DIDN'T HAPPEN IN TRAINING SCHOOL 
Suitor (presenting a ring): "My love for you is like this ring. It 
has no end." 
Desired One: "My love for you is also like this ring. It has no be-
ginning." 
Florence beat her mother to the phone and Lhe following conversa-
tion ensued: 
"Is this Mrs. Kern's residence?" 
"No, ma'am, it's Mrs. Kern's Jillie daughter." 
Merrill: "Won't you buy your ticket for the B. B. game of me?" 
Doris P.: 
girls in free?" 
"Why, didn't you know they are going to !el all the pretty 
Merrill: ".Well , you'd better buy your ticket of me, then." 
Otis Mc says he don't mind having the Seniors "get" him at all. He 
always knows enough to leave his gloves at home and, of course, the 
Senior girls see to it that his hands don't get cold. 
Dewey B.: ''Diel you say anything dove-like about me?" 
Ila S.: "Yes, you are pigeon-toed." 
AT SKATING PARTY 
Robt. C.: "\Vill you be my partner-" 
Maude ( continuing) : "To catch my breath. I haven't recovered it 
Robt. (continuing): "For the next skate?" 
Maude: "Oh, this is so sudden. Give 11,e a little time- " 
since the last time I fell down." 
Here's to the memory or the man 
That raised the corn 
That feel the goose 
That bore the quill 
That made the pen 
That wrote the Declaration of IndepPndence. 
WHEN GREEN TAKES DOMESTIC SCIENCE 
Teacher (sampling some of her cooking): "What a peculiar tasting 
fish." 
Franklin (sheepishly): "Well, you see it was this way: I had the 
book open at the right recipe, but the recipe was conlinued on the next 
page. ln turning the leaves of the cook book I Lurned two at a time and 
so cooked the herring in apple jelly, but you don't mind, do you, teacher?" 
"May I print a kiss upon your lips?" he cried, 
She nodded her sweet admission; 
They went to press and I rather guess 
They printed a large edition. 
Teacher: "Well, Roderick, you may recite." 
Roel: "I don't know where to begin." 
Teacher: "Well, what in the lesson impressed you most?" 
Roel: "The length of it." 
Pratt: "She's a corker!" 
Ike: "Who?" 
"Pratt: "Why, the girl who works in the bottle factory." 
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HOW THE A VERA GE STUDENT READS HIS ANNUAL 
First Five Minutes 
Looks for himself in his class and kodak groups and finds his name 
wherever it is mentioned. This is the most enjoyable period of inspection. 
Second Five Minutes 
Does the same for his girl's name and picture. 
Third Five Minutes 
Hunts up every roast upon his "case" and himself. 
Las/ Five Minutes 
Makes sure of all these things and shuts up the book forever. Takes 
particular pains to say it is not a very good Annual. 
SASSIETIES 
Perhaps you haven ' t heard ol' these, but just read and see if you don't 
recognize the members. 
Soft Soap Club 
His Slimeiness .. ............. ........... .............. Glenn Edleman 
Chief Slush Sli ngcr ................ . .. .... .... .......... Harold Kreger 
Head Oiler ............................................ Ruby Ludeman 
Soft Soap Sli ngcrs in General .. .. .... .. . .. ......... .............. . 
. . . . . . . . Merril Bailey, Lawrence Putney, Charles Kern, Eal"line Clagg 
Motto: "For our tongues can file as smooth as glass." 
Milk Baille Club 
Chief Goo Goo .............................................. Ira Perry 
Tootsie Baby ............ , .............................. Otis Mccreery 
Precious One .......................................... Stanley Barnes · 
Yowlers ............ Florence Kern, Marie Ferguson and all the Freshmen 
Motto: "Boo, boo! l've lost my marna's apron string!" 
Fussers' Union 
The Main _Squeeze ....................................... Wayne Jewel 
Grand Visier .... .... .. . .. ....... .. ............ ..... Dewey Butterfield 
Heart Breaker Extraordinary ........................... Mildred Martin 
Would Be Constant, But Can't. ......................... Paul Shoemaker 
Motto: ' "Oh, what is so rare as a night with a moon?" 
The Nul Club 
Originated bv Roderick Hickorynut Ivorydome Fullerton 
Franklin Green, B. U. M .................................... Chief Nut 
Elmer Pratt, D. P ........ . ..... . .. . ..... . ....... . ...... Asst. Chief Nut 
Ted Hunter ........................ : ....................... Plain Nut 
Dewey Martin ........................................... Another Nut 
Robert Corning .............................................. Just Nut 
Glenn Cowan .. .. ................................ . ....... Football Nut 
Williard Heynol els ............................................ Bad Nut 
(The rest of the bunch are pledges.) 
THE FHESHMAN CLASS POEM 
Lillis grains of humor, 
Little bits of bluff, 
Make the simple Freshman 
Think he's just the stuff. 
Merrill B.: " I had a dream last night." 
Williard R.: "Who was she?" 
Dewey Martin's hair is a trifle darker this rnon th, evidently because 
summer is corning and he doesn't wa1rt it to attract the sun's rays. 
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These sayings are jokes, of course you know, 
Written only for fun. 
There are many of them that may not be so-
We cannot please everyone. 
So read them all, and laugh at them, too, 
While you are looking them o'er; 
But if you find one written on you, 
Be careful 
And 
Don't 
Get 
Sore. 
It may seem unfair, by no means just, 
But others may not think so; 
So swallow your close, don't think it a thrust, 
And don't let the others know. 
We hope you will like every joke that is here, 
Perhaps you might even want more; 
But if you find one that makes you feel queer-
Be careful 
Wilson S.: 
Genevieve: 
And 
Don't 
Get 
Sore. 
"How would you like to have a pet monkey?" 
"Oh, this is so sudden." 
Dear Ike, of advice just a word, 
Though that yellow and green is a bird, 
We pray please be kind, 
Or we'll go color blind; 
Neckties should be seen and not heard. 
Russel is our room assistant, 
He. sure is very persistent, 
For when we come late 
He gives us a date, 
And we keep it; he's very insistent. 
Since the time was swiftly fleeting, 
All the mothers held a meeting 
To discuss the kind of weave 
Seniors could wear on banquet eve. 
VEST A IN LA TIN CLASS 
Miss Walsh: "Vesta, describe the entrance to I-lades." 
Vesta: "I don ' t remember it." 
Miss Walsh: "I'm afraid you aren't getting much of value for your 
later life out of this." 
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YOUNG BOY SHOVELING OFF THE SIDEWALK 
Snow, snow, beautiful snow-
How I wonder what you know? 
Are you glad to hit the earth? 
Do you get your money's worth? 
Snow, snow, beautiful snow, 
All the poets love you so; 
If they had to clean a walk 
They would stop their silly talk. ' 
Ex. 
Helen B.: "Do you belong to the International Sunshine Society?" 
Mildred M.: "Dear me, no! I'd like to, but I freckle horribly I" 
Miss Aldrich: "Ira, do you know what gum is meant for?" 
Ira: "Spell it backwards and you'll find out." 
Question: "Why do they say my . hair is red ?"- Wayne J. 
Answer: "They have to or tell a lie." 
Question: "Why is Harold Kreger's mouth like a Ford?" 
Answer: "Because it is always going." 
Our idea of NOTHING AT ALL: C. F. H. S. beating us in basketball. 
IN GREEN'S DRUG STORE 
Customer: "I want something for fleas." 
Franklin (the clerk, meekly) : "Why don't you get a dog?" 
LOOK! LOOK! HERE HE IS! 
This is a living encyclopedia on any and all facts. All persons de-
siring information as to · educational, mental, moral, athletic, financial or 
intellectual questions should consult Rod. The only question on which 
he is unqualified is that he could not give information as to one's conduct 
when turned down by a girl. 
Teacher: "Wayne, have you read 'Freckles?'" 
Wayne: "I'm afraid I have." 
IN PHYSICS CLASS 
You know Vergil B. understands induced currents better than anyone 
else in the class. The reason is that he has had experience. . You see, 
his arm was induced right to the back of Florence's chair. She didn't 
mind. In fact, she's beginning to like inducerl currents. 
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PONIES FOR SALE 
Apply lo Any Lalin Sludenl 
Eighty 
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Advertisements 
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The HOMESTEAD CO. 
DES MOINES IOWA 
11111m11111111111111111111111mm11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t1!1llllllllll!!l!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU!tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Publishers 
Printers 
Binders 
Engravers 
JAMES M. PIERCE 
Embossers Electrotypers 
Photographers 
Loose Leaf Devices 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
New Building - 19th and Grand Ave .. 
City Sales Officc- 50& Locust Street, 
Eighty-two 
Phone, Walnut 3000 
Phone, Walnut 1270 
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The name ofJ. & S. on 
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH 
means the same as 
STERLING 
on your silverware 
B 
0 y 
s 
E 
N 
Reliable and Stylish 
FOOTWEAR 
Our service means that we fit 
the feet. 
You are welcome in our store 
at all times 
S.E.GREEN 
COLLEGE DRUG 
and 
BOOK STORE 
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For Your 
Society or Club 
Banquet 
You W ant the Best 
Ice Cream, Sherbets, etc. 
Just phone us and we will do 
the rest. 
Olympia Candy Kitchen 
Phone 184 
Cross & Company 
D ealers 111 
High-grade athl etic goods 
of independent manufac-
t urers. 
SPECIAL PRICES TO TEAMS 
D on't F o r get U s 
CROSS & CO. 
Cedar Falls. Ia. 
OUR PRICES 
Suits cleaned and pressed $1 00 
Sponged and cleaned $ .50 
OUR WORK IS GUARANTEED 
W e call f or and deli•ver promptly 
Phone 787 or 385 
Morris Levy 
2216 College St. 
School 
Supplies 
Everything 
for the 
High School Student 
at 
BARRI GARS 
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DR. A. S. HANSEN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Specialist 
Hours-
Over Citizens Savings Bank 
Cedar Falls, Ia . 
Sun. 9 :00-l 0 :00, 12 :00-1 :00 
7 :30-11 :30 a. m. 
2:00-5:30 p. m. 
6:45-7:15 p. !TI. 
GEORGE E. HEARST 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office and Residence Over Col-
lege Hill Drug Store 
DR. F . N. MEAD 
805 W. 22d St. 
Cedar Falls, Ia. 
EMPRESS 
High-Class Photo Plays 
Found 
The Right P lace 
THE COLLEGE HILL BARBER 
SHOP 
2216 College St. 
Clyde Lewis, Barber 
DR. W. D. WILER, DENTIST 
Over Green's Drug Stor e 
Office Over Graham Dry Goods 
Co. Phone 95 
DR . G. B. WATERMAN 
Dentist 
Cedar Falls, Ia. 
DR. W. L. HEARST 
Cedar Falls 
C. L. BERRY 
Groceries, Fruits and Meats 
Specials for Students 
R. F. CARROLL 
-College Hill Barber 
Chase's Jewelry Store 
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Do You Know 
Willard & Alexander? 
Headquarters for 
High-Grade Clothing 
and 
Furnishing Goods 
Baldwin & Shearn 
Groceries, Notions and 
Stationery 
BAKERY GOODS 
Fresh every day 
2111 COLLEGE STREET 
THE COLLEGE INN 
MEALS AT ALL HOURS 
Lunches Fruits Candies 
Ice Cream Pastries 
L unches put up for Picnic 
Parties 
G. T. DOWNING, 
Prop. 
Telephone 389 2210 College St. 
Bastian Bros. Co. 
D esigners and Manufactu rers of 
Class Emblems, Rings, Fobs, Ath-
letic Medals, Wedding and Com-
mencement Invitations and An-
nouncments, D ance Orders, Pro-
gra ms, Menus, Visiting Cards, etc . 
Samples and estimates furni sh ed upon 
request 
1053 Bastian Building, 
Rochester , N. Y. 
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·FINIS 
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